Without compromising on performance, sacrificing control, or diluting profit margins,

Offering the speed, scale, and agility your business demands

Our customer-centric approach to innovation provides our customers with the foundation they need to succeed in today's digital world:

**The perfect blend of agility and control**
Cyxtera maximizes your ability to compete in today’s digital economy by combining the financial and operational flexibility of the cloud with the performance, reliability, and security of enterprise-grade infrastructure.

**Intelligent automation**
From powerful dashboards to robust automation tools, our remote management capabilities are best-in-class, delivering an intuitive user experience that brings you closer than ever to the data center.

**Infrastructure on-demand**
Built on a software programmable and massively scalable network fabric, The Cyxtera Digital Exchange offers on-demand provisioning and customization of all aspects of the data center, including storage, compute, networking, and management.

2,300+ leading enterprises around the world trust us as a strategic platform partner.

40K+ Cross-Connects
34 MW Expansion capacity
245 MW Power
Flexible future-ready platform

Cyxtera’s API-driven, carrier-neutral platform was built from the ground up to deliver the world’s most future-ready, extensible data center platform. We aim to increase customer agility through intelligent automation that allows for rapid time-to-solution, enables robust remote monitoring and control, reduces operational costs, and makes interconnectivity a breeze.

Our robust partner ecosystem and densely connected digital exchange enable automated provisioning of in-house and partner services, allowing your enterprise to lean into an as-a-service model that provides operational and financial flexibility to pivot as market dynamics shift quickly.

World-class colocation solutions

Cyxtera offers businesses exceptional performance, reliability, and cost savings with solutions that span way beyond traditional space and power. Our comprehensive solution helps you streamline data center deployment and reduce time-to-market.

Our offering includes:

- Custom data center installation and set-up
- Security and control features that meet FISMA requirements
- Access to secure cages, cabinets, and structured cabling
- On-demand support from our highly experienced in-house operations team

Secure, direct, and dynamic connectivity

With 180+ cloud on ramps and 1000+ networks, Cyxtera enables your enterprise to build the secure, direct, and dynamic connections it needs to scale digital business and accelerate growth.

Cyxtera’s carrier-neutral, densely connected global data center footprint and thriving partner ecosystem make it easy for your enterprise to establish on-demand connections to a range of network, cloud, and technology service providers.

Your data center on demand

Rapidly provision high-performance compute, storage, and networking services that seamlessly extend your data center environment.

**Cyxtera Cloud Connect:**
On-demand cloud on ramps

Direct, secure connections to leading public cloud service providers in near real-time

**IP Connect:**
On-demand blended bandwidth

Fast, fault-tolerant, and cost-effective IP connectivity via multiple Tier 1 IP backbones

**Cyxtera Metro-to-Metro Connect:**
On-demand access to Cyxtera Data Centers

Instant secure connections between data center infrastructure in different markets

**Cyxtera Digital Exchange:**
Intelligently automated, deeply connected data center fabric

Access to a complete ecosystem of technology and network service providers, full control over network configuration, and the ability to seamlessly integrate physical and digital environments

---

**SmartCabs**
Point-and-click instant access to cabinets, complete with power and network connectivity, ready for immediate use

**AI/ML Compute as a Service**
Solve for specialized workloads at scale with access to NVIDIA DGX™ A100 systems

**Storage-as-a-Service**
Enterprise-class storage from Zadara with every type of workload and every tier of storage available in a fully managed solution

**Backup-as-a-Service**
Protect your critical enterprise data with a 24/7 managed service for your backup and recovery operations

**Enterprise Bare Metal: Compute as a Service (CaaS)**
Instantly provision high-performance bare metal servers from top-tier providers like Dell, HPE, Fujitsu, and Nutanix
Smarter remote management

Standing in sharp contrast to the clunky, outdated interfaces typically offered by data center operators, the Cyxtera Comand Center boasts not only the superior functionality of a REST API-driven architecture but also a highly intuitive user experience, bringing you closer to your data center environments and enabling you to:

- Monitor and manage every aspect of the data center in real-time.
- Seamlessly integrate with existing systems
- Easily automate recurring tasks
- Quickly connect to customers, partners and service providers

Trusted by businesses around the world

Experience the data center on-demand. Contact sales@cyxtera.com or call 1-855-699-8372.